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1. Challenges
Abstractions used in biology can be divided into three levels, shown in Fig.1. The level ordinarily
employed by practitioners consists of what can be observed, measured and affected empirically.
Recently, this is termed ‘omics’, expressed by various disciplines as genomics, proteomics,
metabolomics, biomics and phenomics. Rich tools abound at this level. Being quantitative, omics
data is readily handled by computerized systems. By assigning semantics and implied causality,
biologists can elevate it to the next ‘logical’ level to devise hypotheses to develop theories to then
be tested against more data. Usually, life science is conducted in the cycle between these two
levels: theorize, experiment, measure, re-theorize.
A problem is that observations in this ‘life cycle’ are permeated by prior theory, which defines the
concepts being measured. This limits the scope of hypotheses and the derived theories.
Evolutionary progress is well served, but true insight is limited. This ‘corrupting’ embeddedness of
theory in measurement and observation was criticized by von Bertalanffy ([28], p. 25, organismic
vs. mechanistic approaches to general system theory). Summing up reductionist theories does
not sufficiently inform system level or paradigm shifting theories because fundamental concepts
will be interpreted in a new context. A view of life is needed that includes the way new systemlevel identities and interactions emerge and become defined.
To address this, we suggest a third, epistemological level – Integral Biomathics – which
addresses the living entity as a whole and Rosen’s question about (the meaning of) “life itself” [12] while preserving the utility of the ‘lower’ levels.

Fig. 1: Methodologies for research in life sciences
The rationale for the new level is that living systems have essential system dynamics, which
overlap and often do not have clear physiological expression. To advance biology and address
outstanding challenges, sustainable models are needed to unite the three conceptual levels. On
the one hand, complex information and energy flows through living systems at multiple scales
from molecules through cells, and tissues to organ(ism)s and (eco)systems. All need to be
coherently comprehended to adequately address challenges like developmental and epigenetic
disorders, autoimmune diseases, extirpating a virus outbreak, etc. On the other hand, the current
state of bioinformatics will not support the development of new theories and their transition to
everyday practice. Combined with addressing vexing system-level disorders, the problem is more
demanding when adding the challenges of personalized medicine.
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We propose to address the third, epistemological level in the context of real problems and
integration with current bioinformatics. Our approach is formal, goes beyond the present science
and has been reviewed by peers in essential elements. We will develop advanced visualization,
modeling and simulation tools.
2. Goals
The project has two goals in support of future personalized medicine:
i) Practical application in research of modern relational mathematics including category
theory. We expect secondary goals of:
• creating a precedent for the use of mathematically grounded methodology in
medical diagnostics;
• reducing the need for animal models in research.
ii) Demonstration of an elegant biomathematical solution to a challenging disorder involving
complex systems biology that resists solution by current methods. Several disorders are
candidates. A secondary goal is:
• generation and validation of an overarching and easily comprehensible model for
personalized medicine to target more reliable diagnosis and therapy.
The approach proposed here is theory-driven and mathematical, i.e. (data) deductive. Data is
integrated a posteriori to validate the models. The ultimate goal pursued with this work is the
development of a highly sophisticated decision support system for life sciences and medicine.
3. Approach
Integral Biomathics was proposed as a unifying framework for both top-down and bottom-up
research, addressing the third level and integrating with the other two levels shown in Fig. 1 while
increasing capabilities at all levels [3-7]. Since 2010 this program has collected views of leading
scientists, mathematicians and philosophers to reach beyond the current state of the art. The
common goal is to devise a new paradigm for biomedical research that addresses a unified
theory of life. Four large volumes constitute the collected results [7, 22-24]. Integral Biomathics is
a continuation and extension of the research line traced by Rashevsky, Waddington-Goodwin,
Varela-Maturana-Uribe, Rosen-Louie and others. The core insight is that the clue to
understanding living systems is their structured development as ‘organic’ multi-level complexes,
captured by means of appropriate biomathematical and biocomputational formalisms
The goal of the Integral Biomathics collaboration is to examine suitably eligible applications of
mathematics and computation to biology. That is, the participants are looking for patterns in
biology – called diagrams in mathematics – that can be informed by computable mathematics.
Empirically observed relationships between the elements at many different levels must be
preserved in all transforms among levels. It is not just making higher mathematics and theoretical
computer science available for studying biology in a new way, rather a matter of finding just what
(and which) kinds of fields fit in the problem descriptions and ‘solve’ them1.
As a result, Integral Biomathics is substantially different from systems biology today [4, 8-12] and
claims to be a new, extended branch of theoretical biology as it was envisioned some 50 years
ago [13]. It comprises not only the relational aspect of theoretical biology, but also its
experienced, first person (phenomenological) aspect in the models. Most characteristic is that it
differentiates the proposed work from mainstream systems approaches. These either ignore
Aristotle’s final causes (and hence the reality of life) or reduce them to nothing more than the
effect of cybernetics.
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We should keep in mind that there are also incomputable branches of physics and biology.
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The larger project reaches beyond assumptions from current quantitative and experimental
science to consider what and whether it is worth being investigated. It not only pursues
Schelling’s call for a new dynamic mathematics that allows radically new theories adequate to life
to be developed ([25], p. 9), but also makes this practically relevant with the further exploration of
Rosen’s relational biology [26-27] through relational mathematics [20] and multivalent logic rooted
in AI [18].
4. Solution
Within the context of Integral Biomathics, Simeonov and Ehresmann propose a novel theory,
being a synthesis of biomathematics and biocomputation: the Wandering Logic Intelligence
Memory Evolutive Systems, WLIMES, [14-16]. It is based on the synergy between:
• a non-axiomatic, multivalent higher-order situation and context aware spatiotemporal logic
for self-organizing systems, WLI [17-19], and
• a dynamic category theory for multi-level, multi-agents, ME(N)S [20-21].
This formal framework represents a sophisticated hybrid design methodology and framework for
modeling the concepts and dynamics of multi-level complex living systems. The result of this
effort will be demonstrated by a practical implementation in bioscience [16], Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: The potential contributions of Integral Biomathics and WLIMES to personalized medicine
and virtual oncology through iterative object model and process simulation enhancement with real
data: life cycle steps 5-9.
A novel visual-haptic tool will be developed to allow scientists and practicing physicians to
visually theorize, interact with ideas and experience mathematical operations in a virtual and
augmented reality context. Its major advantage is the capability for smooth integration of
mathematical deductive models into the traditional workflow of conventional inductive and
abductive diagnostics and therapy. Researchers will, jointly develop models from observed
phenomena iteratively enhanced with real data. We envision a prototype implementation of the
WLIMES formalism for virtual oncology as a Shared Augmented Reality Diagnosis Assistant
(SARDA), illustrated in the top green colored side of Fig. 2.
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This tool will help physicians develop models of complex biological objects, their underlying
processes and methods for their understanding and treatment. The suggested system
architecture on the left hand side of Fig. 2 goes beyond the present state of technology used for
theoretical research in life sciences and personalized medicine. Equipped with this toolset,
physicians will be able to address new challenges in their research practice. For instance, a key
problem in tumor genesis and tumor dynamics is how the different tumor stem cells relate
morphologically and biochemically among themselves and their environment. Obtaining a general
system view from a multitude of elementary dynamics requires the use of abstract
biomathematical tools such as the proposed relational mathematics. These achieve an elegant
system-state control based on purpose-driven visualization and affordances of objects and
processes at the levels of Fig. 1.
The core of the suggested WLIMES solution is its visual language and calculus (VLC) embedded
in an SARDA interactive environment. This innovation can be applied in other fields such as
virtual oncology, virology, immunology and such. A goal is for this innovation to lead a new
generation of analytical and modeling tools urgently needed for creative and effective research
not only in life sciences and medicine, but also other domains. This work proposal is novel and
does not continue a currently funded effort.
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